Call for Workshops

IEEE MELECON 2024 will be held in Portugal, Porto on 25-27 June 2024. It is a flagship conference of IEEE Region 8 (Europe, Africa, and the Middle East) and a major international forum. In addition to technical tracks, tutorials and special sessions, the organizing committee invites proposals for workshops. The goal of the workshops is to provide a forum for researchers and professionals to discuss specific topics from the fields of MELECON 2024 or focus on related topics not specifically covered in the main tracks. Proposals should be written in English and submitted in PDF format, by email to the Workshop Chair (melecon2024@ieee-pt.org). Proposals should include:

- title of the proposed workshop
- short description of the workshop topic(s) (less than 300 words)
- workshop organizer(s) name(s), affiliation(s), short biography and contact information (including email)
- the indication if the workshop has proceedings

Workshop Proceedings (optional)

Each workshop may include regular papers, invited presentations, keynotes and panels that encourage the participation of attendees in active discussion. If workshop organizers decide to have proceedings, papers’ submission and reviewing must be managed by them using the conference management system. MELECON 2024 reviewing guidelines must be followed in the review process. For workshops with proceedings, the accepted papers should follow the same format as the regular conference proceeding papers available at https://2024.ieee-melecon.org initial-author-instructions/.

Important Dates

Workshop Proposal Deadline: December 31, 2023

Workshop Chair:
Nuno Bettencourt
ISEP, Polytechnic of Porto | ISRC - Interdisciplinary Studies Research Center, ISEP